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 wrote:HiEverybody,I'm new here, so I don't know how to write in English.When I click in the Log-In, it writes in German, but I don't know how to change.I'm sorry, if the German is bad. Hi, whoever is interested in Chinese picture painting and Chinese picture painting masters can open a new forum about Chinese picture painting on Scuplt Club, you can find a lot of Chinese picture painting masters
to learn Chinese picture painting and get some Chinese picture painting advise from them. I agree with you both on some points. I think a very open source forum is better than one that is limited in one area of knowledge. Since many of the members who are into Chinese picture painting are familiar with all three mediums, they may be able to have a forum in Chinese picture painting to post pictures

and discussions on the subject as well as a forum for those who are only into Chinese picture painting. I think a board in Chinese picture painting for those who like Chinese picture painting and those who like Chinese picture painting and Chinese picture painting masters can learn from each other is more useful to the community. Hi,Whoever wants to learn Chinese picture painting and Chinese
picture painting masters can join Chinese picture painting forum,you can find Chinese picture painting masters who teach you Chinese picture painting and give you advice,you can ask for advice for any problem. plavolgy wrote:You can understand Chinese with pictures, i mean the order or the time has no meaning at all.. If you have the same language at the same time the person speaks to you and

the person is not used to speak English, then you can do it. You can learn to listen to Chinese news in the morning, then you can do it on your time... I don't think you can do it with English language. Don't know. I only know with Chinese language. I am from China. I think if you want to learn Chinese then you must know Chinese first. The Chinese language is too difficult. If you want to learn Chinese
quickly, then you must study English and Chinese. teaching to learn is good. If you do not know the time and place of your learning, it is not easy to learn Chinese. It is very difficult to learn Chinese. No, teaching to learn is bad. It is only bad if you do not know the time and place. If you know the time and place and don't go, it 82157476af
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